[Diagnostics of clinical and prodromal idiopathic Parkinson's disease : New criteria].
Recently, the Movement Disorder Society (MDS) published an adaptation of the previous United Kingdom Brain Bank Society (UKBBS) criteria for the diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson's disease (iPD). This article presents the changes in the current clinical diagnostic criteria for IPD. Furthermore, the new MDS criteria for prodromal iPD are discussed. The recently introduced MDS criteria for the clinical diagnosis of iPD include useful novel features (e.g. postural instability is no longer listed as a cardinal symptom, familiar history of iPD and intake of neuroleptics at the first visit no longer lead to exclusion of the diagnosis) and red flags do not lead to exclusion of the diagnosis; however, they must be counterbalanced by the presence of supportive criteria for iPD. The criteria for identification of persons in the prodromal stage are currently established only for scientific investigations. The new MDS criteria for the diagnostics of iPD should help to improve the sensitivity and specificity.